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Agenda

I.I. Overview of FeaturesOverview of Features
II. Performance-Linkage
III. Discretionary/Voluntary Benefits
IV. Accounting Issues
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Scope of Products Covered
• Principally life insurance and investment contracts, 

but also certain retrospectively rated non-life 
contracts

• Contracts addressed cover a wide range
– Traditional participating, with conservative premiums 

and participation benefits payable based on a wide 
variety of methods and constraints that vary by 
jurisdiction and product

– Unit-linked and index-linked
– Universal-life, variable life insurance and annuities, 

and other non-guaranteed additional benefits not 
directly related to surplus
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Genealogy of “Participation”
Insurance at Cost  -- retrospective charge

Insurance at Cost
Conservative prepayment with refund
or additional charge if conservatism

was insufficient

Fully guaranteed
contracts

Index-linked
contracts

Unit-linked
contracts

Investment-linked
contracts

Minimum guarantee
conservative premium

with refund (Participation)

Restricted
Participating

contracts

Discretionary
Participating

contracts

Universal
Life contracts

Cattle Guilds

Some Mutuals,
Islamic insurance,
Catastrophe pools

Minimum premium
with additional charge
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Legal Environment
Degree of Contract Regulation in Jurisdictions

Strong regulation:
Strict Contract
Administration
Law

Freedom with Disclosure:
Reliance on

acting persons

Determination of non-guaranteed benefits in contracts

Regulating detail
in contracts,

exhaustive state control

Silence or granting discretion
in contracts,

prudent and reasonable man rule
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Participation / Guarantee
Insurance at Cost,
Pure Performance-

Linkage,
Investment-Linkage

Participating
Contracts

Fully
Guaranteed

Contract

Participation benefits

Total
contractual
benefit

Guaranteed benefits

Performance
(including premium

revenue)

Contract Types
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Nature of Participation
Contractual benefits consist of a guaranteed benefit 
plus a benefit based on

performance-linkage
discretionary/voluntary or
combined

each resulting in products of a different economic 
nature, function and consequences

Generic term “participation” can be misleading, 
because of significantly different meaning by 
jurisdiction
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Agenda

I.I. Characteristics of FeaturesCharacteristics of Features
II. Performance-Linkage
III. Discretionary/Voluntary Benefits
IV. Accounting Issues
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Contractual Reference
Investment-linkage

Performance-linkage

contractually referring to

Unit-linkage Index-linkage
Fully guaranteed

performance of a market 
index or a fixed amount 

= creating risk

performance of a third 
party unit fund
= creating risk

performance of one party
= Transfer of risk specific

to that party

Case a:
Obligation to hold units
Case b:
No obligation, but units
usually held
Case c:
Units usually not held

Possibly matched
or hedged

A risk reducing feature
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Performance-Linkage
A contractual linkage of

- cash flows (performance-based cash flows)

- under a contract (performance-linked contract)

- to specific other cash flows (linked cash flows)

- of one party (linked party)

- transferring a significant part of the risk inherent in the 
linked cash flows to the counter-party
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Modified Performance-Linkage
• Pure performance-linkage rare (insurance at 

cost)
• Modified normally by granting minimum benefits 

(minimum guarantee)
• Linkage only to specific part of surplus (e.g. 

investment-linkage)
• Large variety of other features modifying 

performance-linked benefits, especially 
regarding share between insurer and 
policyholders
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Stockholders’ Share
Investment-Linkage Formula 

Performance-Linkage
Weak or Implicit 

Performance-Linkage

Incremental share for 
both, but not by strict 

formula

Formula share in 
performance,

e.g. % of surplus

Fixed amount (fee),
e.g. % of fund value

Incremental share for 
both ⇒ Motivating the 
linked party to perform

Often subject to some 
discretion

Entire performance to 
policyholders except fee
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Agenda

I.I. Characteristics of FeaturesCharacteristics of Features
II.II. PerformancePerformance--LinkageLinkage
III. Discretionary/Voluntary Benefits
IV. Accounting Issues
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Discretionary Contract
Guaranteed 

Contract
Discretionary

Contract
Voluntary
Payment

Contractual rights and 
obligations subject to 

contract terms

Contract determines 
obligations, subject to 

obliged party’s discretion

No contractual obligation
no reference in contract

Terms clear No strict written rules
⇒ Improved flexibility
Duration = decades!

Charity
Give-away articles

Prudent and reasonable man rule

Their anticipation through conservative
premiums reduce the insurer’s risk
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Effects of Discretion
Contractual Discretion

could refer to

management’s decisions
in performing contracts

⇒ Influences performance
⇒ Affects performance-linked

benefits

split between
policyholders’ and

stockholders’ share
in surplus

amount and timing
of allocations to

individual policyholders
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Constraints of Discretion

Written terms Other legal
constraints

Ethical
constraints

Economic
considerations

Policyholders’
Reasonable

Expectations,
if legally
protectedAnticipatory

obedience
to regulators

Contribution
principle

Mutuals Fiduciary
position

Own interest
caused by

mutual share

Competitive
considerations,
new business,

persistency
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Universal Life Contracts
Discretionary
Participation

Universal Life
Contract

contractually referring to

further interest credited at 
insurer’s discretion, with

no reference to performance

performance 
but policyholders’ share 
at insurer’s discretion

Initial credited interest rate usually 
well in excess of guarantees, current 
cost of insurance and expense 
charges well below guaranteed.  
Customer expectations may be that 
development of benefits will generally 
be consistent with performance.
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Combined Approaches

Guaranteed
CF

Performance
-linked CF

Voluntary
CF
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oluntaryDiscretionary

CF

Voluntary CF

Guaranteed
CF

Performance
-linked CF C

ontract

„strict“ „adding up“ „DPF“

These 3 types represent typical basic forms, but approaches observed in practice are more complex, 
since developed over decades in different jurisdictions by permanent modification of details.

Surplus
from

Perf.-link.
Business

Other financial
resources

Guaranteed
CF

Voluntary CF

Perform
ance-linked C

F w
ith

significant discretion but
still increm

ental to surplus
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Some Examples
• Belgium: Share in surplus entirely at the discretion of the insurer, but using 

the contribution principle in allocating that amount to individual policyholders
• France: 85% of financial surplus, 90% of any other surplus to policyholders; 

for competitive reasons, voluntarily amounts are paid in excess of these %’s
• Italy: 85% of investment income immediately credited as interest
• South Korea: 90% of any recognized surplus belongs ultimately to 

policyholders; for competitive reasons, voluntary amounts are also paid
• Spain: After deducting a management fee, 80% of surplus belong to 

policyholders; for competitive reasons, voluntary amounts are also paid
• UK: Timing and amount of allocations of recognized surplus to stockholders 

and policyholders at the discretion of the insurer, but at least 90% of 
allocations made go to policyholders

• US - universal life: Non-participating, but with certain similar 
characteristics; additional interest credited at the discretion of the insurer 
normally reasonably consistent with earned interest rate and competition; 
charges for mortality and expense limited usually less than initial rates

• US - New York stock life companies: 90% of surplus to policyholders, but 
not less than 0.1% of sum insured for stockholders (business not wide-
spread)
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Agenda

I.I. Characteristics of FeaturesCharacteristics of Features
II.II. PerformancePerformance--LinkageLinkage
III.III. Discretionary/Voluntary BenefitsDiscretionary/Voluntary Benefits
IV. Accounting Issues
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Accounting Issues
“As will be seen, restrictions on the earnings of participating business 
present the accountant with some of the most challenging problems in 
life insurance accounting.”
(Robert L. Posnak)

How to account for performance-linkage?
− Modifications like minimum guarantees and earning 

restrictions

How to account for discretion?
− Constraints, especially by competition and 

policyholder reasonable expectations

How to account for voluntary payments?
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Performance-Linkage
Actual Cash Flows:

Contract:
Explicit (re-) transfer of risks

Mirror of performance
Linked

Cash Flows = Performance-
Based

Cash Flows

Accounting Reflection:

Recognition
and

Measurement
of

Performance-
Based

Cash Flows

?
Recognition

and
Measurement

of
Performance-

Based
Cash Flows

Recognition
and

Measurement
of Linked

Cash Flows
under
IFRS

?⇔
Which relationship?
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Performance-Linkage
Not an isolated issue: already considered in IFRS in case of

income tax (IAS 12)
qualified insurance policies (IAS 19.104)
minority interest (IAS 27)
(policyholders’ “minority” interest is often 80% or more!)

Recognition and measurement consistent with linked cash flows

Shadow accounting: IAS 12.61
(AFS-investments require special consideration)

Reimbursements (IAS 37): Upside limitation of measurement
(no anticipation of gain, one-sided consistency)
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Performance-Linkage
Treatment by other accounting systems:

Unit-linkage (similar to performance-linkage)
Assets and Liabilities at fair value

(Assumption: Fair value of liability
= Observed fair value of assets)

Participation in a fixed percentage of surplus
US GAAP: Special liability = percentage of 
accumulated recognized surplus not yet distributed
French GAAP: Special asset or liability = percentage 
of timing differences resulting from consolidation



Performance-Linkage

Purchasing a performance-linked contract

Performance-
based

cash flows

Performance
of

selling
entity

Performance
of

purchasing
entity

Linkage switches!

(Re-) gains interest

Looses interest

No purchase of a performance-linked contract
without simultaneous transfer of linked items

25
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Accounting Approaches for

• Isolated ignoring linkage

• Isolated fair value

• Linked

Performance-Linkage

As if
no

linkage

As if
referring to

external
index

Linked Items             Performance-Based Cash Flow

Fair value
of existing

items

As if
without
linkage

Fully
reflecting
linkage

⇒

As if
referring to

external
index

Considering all
future
performance

Considering all
future
performance

Fair value
of existing

items

Fully
reflecting
linkage
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Modified Performance-Linkage
Performance-linkage (re-)transfers risk, modifications 
cause

retention of part of risk
creation of new risk

Three typical approaches:
Projection of all cash flows and reporting the fair value of 
non-incremental payments as asset or liability
Separate measurement of any minimum guarantees
Ignoring modifications as long as not reasonably 
assumed to be effective
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Discretion

Pre-condition that there is no
legal obligation or
constructive obligation

⇒ Real discretion implies a lack of a 
present obligation

Can the obligation to consider payments at 
own discretion justify recognition as liability?
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Constraints on Discretion
Significant investigation and judgment
required in individual cases

Written terms Other legal
constraints

Ethical
constraints

Economic
considerations

Own interest
caused by

mutual share

Competitive
considerations,
new business,

persistency

Present Obligations
Considered in prices

at least as uncertainty,
constructive obligation?

Renewal issue
unit of account Issue

consideration of uncertainty?

To be considered in assumptions in general
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Uncertainty Liability/Equity
In some cases, the situation is complex and requires 
considerable judgment regarding “present obligation”/ 
“actual discretion” based on the specific circumstances

⇒ No liability recognized, surplus from contract is equity up 
to release of uncertainty
(requiring disclosure concerning uncertainty involved)

Might conflict with a “no initial gain” rule if implemented

Main problem: Discretionary payments, universal-life 
insurance interest credits and voluntary payments are not 
directly incremental to surplus but are driven by factors that 
are internally, e.g., through desired profit margins, or 
externally, e.g., competition, generated
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Voluntary Payments
No contractual basis
⇒ no present obligation before creation of a right to receive 

voluntary payments (except in the case of constructive 
obligations)

Payments purely for competitive reasons, partly subject 
to owners’ consent
In some cases they are not considered in prices charged 
for portfolio transfers and stock prices
May be difficult to argue that these should be a liability
Any disclosure may create rights of policyholders
⇒ procedure similar to draft IAS 37.69/71?
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